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The growth of the information
economy — the Internet, computers,
media, and the like — has generated
massive amounts of debate in popular
and policy circles. More than that,
though, it has raised many interesting
subjects for economic research. My
work in the area has focused on two
general topics: the impact of tax and
other government policies in the infor-
mation economy, and the nature of
industrial competition on the Internet
and in other information-based indus-
tries. In general, the findings have
tended to suggest that the responsive-
ness to price, tax, and other types of
shocks in these industries is surprising-
ly high.

Taxes and the Information
Economy

The rapid rise of the Internet cer-
tainly has made policymakers nervous
about how online retail sales may serve
to undermine the sales tax base of the
states. Internet sales are treated the
same way as catalog sales for tax pur-
poses, which is to say that sales tax
applies to all transactions, in principle,
but cannot be enforced, in practice,
because of legal restrictions. States are
not allowed to require out-of-state mer-
chants to collect sales tax on their citi-
zens, so Amazon.com in Washington is
not required to collect sales tax on sales
to customers in Illinois, for example,
where it has no employees or physical
presence. As almost no private citizens
are voluntarily paying the taxes on such
transactions, it’s as if they were tax-free.

Using a large dataset on the

online purchase behavior of con-
sumers around the country, I exam-
ined how much this tax break matters
for the probability of buying online.1
The idea is that living in a place with a
sales tax of 5 percent raises the relative
price of buying in a store relative to
the Internet by 5 percent so should
make buying online more likely. The
equivalent of charging sales tax online
would be moving to a state like
Delaware that has no sales tax at all (so
the relative prices are unaffected). The
data show that customers’ online buy-
ing is quite sensitive to local sales tax
rates. Controlling for individual
observables and for MSA effects, peo-
ple living in higher sales tax places are
more likely to buy online and this
effect is largest for goods like books
and computers (where sales tax defi-
nitely would apply) and non-existent
for things like mutual funds and stocks
(where there is no sales tax). The data
suggest enforcing sales taxes online, at
the time of the sample, would have
reduced the likelihood of buying by
almost 25 percent.

In a follow-up piece, I used later
data to reexamine the elasticity and to
determine if consumers had become
less tax sensitive as a greater share of
the country went online.2 The interest-
ing thing was that in both the older
and the newer cross-sections, only
Internet veterans, those online for two
or more years, were responsive to
taxes. New users were not sensitive to
tax rates at all. Since the Internet had
been growing something like 100 per-
cent per year at that point, it suggested
that the tax problem might diminish
over time. The problem was, the fol-
low-up data showed that with the pass-
ing of time, the formerly new users
had become just as sensitive to tax
rates as the Internet veterans. People,
evidently, learn how to use the Internet
to avoid sales taxes the longer they are
on line.

In work with Jonathan Guryan, I
look at the issue of tax subsidies for
Internet adoption in public schools
through the e-rate program.3 This sub-
sidy of $2.25 billion per year amount-
ed to as much as 35-40 percent of the
entire computer budget of U.S. public
schools combined and is funded
through a tax on long-distance tele-
phone service (which is not without
controversy in itself for being a tax
with a particularly high deadweight
loss.4) The program subsidizes Internet
access and communications technolo-
gy up to 90 percent (poorer schools
get higher subsidies) but following a
formula with several discrete jumps.
We use the step-function nature of the
subsidy to identify the impact of the
subsidy on Internet investment while
controlling for the characteristics of
the schools. The evidence suggests
that schools are quite responsive to the
subsidy rate in their decisions about
investing in Internet technology and
that the program increased connec-
tions by more than 60 percent. When
we use the increased connection to the
Internet to examine the impact of the
technology on student outcomes, the
results are not so encouraging. We
could find no evidence that the
increased Internet connections in
classrooms improved measured educa-
tional outcomes like test scores, gradu-
ation rates, or the share of people
choosing to take more advanced class-
es in any way.

I also have looked at the role of
taxes on executive compensation in
high-tech and information-based
industries.5 I find that the extensive use
of stock options in those industries,
and the ease with which executives can
use stock options to change the timing
of their compensation for tax purpos-
es, implies that the short-run sensitivi-
ty of reported income to marginal tax
rates is extremely high there, even larg-
er than for executives overall.6 Also,
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predicting the revenue effects of tax
changes is difficult because of the
blurring of the distinction between
capital and labor income on tax returns
for people in such industries. Because
changing capital gains tax rates can
lead executives to exercise options
(which are typically treated as ordinary
income on a tax return), for example,
the tax rate on capital gains can lead to
large unanticipated fluctuations in
labor income in the tax data.

Competition and the
Industrial Organization of
the Information Economy

Competition between firms in
information-based industries also has
become a topic of academic interest in
the last few years. Motivated by the
work on sales taxes that seemed to
imply significant competition between
online and offline sellers, I have exam-
ined the competition between Internet
and retail merchants directly.

One paper uses individual-level
purchase data on personal computers
to examine the competition between
online sellers like Dell with traditional
retail brands like HP.7 Using a hedonic
regression for computer prices with
city dummies, I compute a cross-city
retail price index for computers. I then
look at the likelihood of buying online
as a function of the retail price of
computers in the individual's city.
People living in places where retail
store prices are higher are more likely
to buy their computers online.
Conditional on buying a computer, the
elasticity of buying a computer remote-
ly with respect to local retail prices is
around 1.5.

In a second paper, Jeffrey R.
Brown and I look at the impact of the
Internet as a source of information on
offline prices that may reduce search
costs.8 In the case of term life insur-
ance, we show that insurance prices,
even for policies with identical policy
characteristics, have fallen substantially
since Internet comparison sites began
listing multiple price quotes, and the
price declines have been correlated
directly with the states and the years in
which Internet usage grew most. We
show that this cannot be explained by

falling mortality or other standard
explanations. Further, we show that
the relationship between price changes
and Internet growth does not hold for
whole-life policies, which have not
been covered by most of the web
search engines. The relationship did
not start to hold until the search
engines actually began (that is, internet
growth before there were insurance
sites was not correlated with price
declines). Overall, the rise of the
Internet may have reduced term life
prices by as much as 10-15 percent.

In joint work, Judy Chevalier and
I examine the competition between
online booksellers Amazon.com and
Barnes and Noble (BN.com).9 We use
the stated sales ranks for books on
each site to derive a measure of quan-
tities sold (after first showing that sales
can be approximated well by a Pareto
distribution). Using information over
time and across sites, we show that
both sites have significant own- and
cross-price elasticities but that demand
differs substantially across the two sell-
ers. The own- and cross-price terms at
Barnes and Noble indicate that the
customers there are extremely price
sensitive. Amazon customers are dra-
matically less so.

In another paper, Amil Petrin and
I examine the competition between
Direct Broadcast Satellites (DBS) and
cable television.10 With micro data on
the television choices of thousands of
individuals, we are able to estimate a
discrete choice model of demand but
we do so in a way that allows for cor-
relation of unobserved tastes across
products; this means that people who,
after controlling for observable char-
acteristics, like Satellite also may be the
kind of people who like premium
cable. This correlation ends up being
quite important. The results show that
the demand for satellite and premium
cable are more closely tied than satel-
lite is to expanded basic or antenna-
only reception, despite the small mar-
ket share of premium cable. A more
standard logit model yields very differ-
ent results. We find that demand for
premium and for DBS are fairly elastic
while demand for expanded basic is
relatively less so. We also address the
issue of how cable companies
responded to the rise of DBS in their

pricing and quality decisions, showing
that if there were no satellite competi-
tion, prices would be about 15 percent
higher than they are and the quality of
cable would be lower. The total con-
sumer welfare gain (combining the
gains to the DBS adopters and the
price and quality improvements to
cable for the DBS non-adopters) likely
exceeds $5 billion per year.

Peter J. Klenow and I have exam-
ined the spread of home PCs and the
role of spillovers and network exter-
nalities, looking at how the adoption
decision of people in nearby geo-
graphic areas influences the future
adoption of novice users.11 We find
that people are more likely to buy their
first home computer in areas where a
high fraction of households already
own computers, or when a large share
of their friends and family own com-
puters. Further results suggest that
these patterns are unlikely to be
explained by city-specific unobserved
traits. When we look at the spillovers
in detail, they appear to derive only
from the proximity to a small group of
experienced and intensive computer
users. The spillovers are not associated
with the use of any particular type of
software, but do seem to be highly tied
to the use of e-mail and the Internet,
consistent with computers being part
of a local information and communi-
cations network.
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